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Mini cooper service centers near me

Stopping by Harkins Service Center LLC, located in Harrisburg, , 17103, is like visiting old friends. We have a team of highly-trained, friendly Mini Cooper service technicians who are ready to handle whatever service or maintenance problems you are experiencing with your vehicle. Our staff appreciates the Mini brand because they know the
background. Mini is a lifestyle brand from the German automaker BMW, and wraps funky interior styling with iconic exterior design language. The brand is upscale, fun to drive and has been an automotive icon for the last 50 years. Driving a Mini vehicle is more than driving a car, it's a way of life with four wheels. The Mini brand does have the
engineering prowess of BMW behind it, but there will come a time when your Mini vehicle, old or new, will need to have maintenance or repairs completed. Aside from general maintenance such as oil changes, you could see problems with the transmission, engine or electronics, depending on the model and year of the vehicle. Mini Luxury Vehicles
Fixed At Affordable Prices Visiting Harkins Service Center LLC, you'll notice our staff is ready and waiting to fix your Mini Cooper and get you and your car back on the road as quickly as possible. Harkins Service Center LLC prides itself on offering affordable and efficient repairs at a high-end quality. We are waiting to service all your Mini needs so
give us a call at 717-497-2033. You can also stop by our service center where our friendly staff is waiting to help you. Washington, DC area MINI owners facing inflated repair and maintenance bills at the dealer have an alternative in Rockville. At Scandinavian Import Servicenter, we offer sensible prices and all the necessary resources, skills and
experience not available at general repair shops including: MINI Factory ISTA software computer interface MINI Factory special tools Continuously updating MINI Factory linked service manuals Factory Level dedicated MINI specialists 36 years of dedicated specialization with select European cars Location We’re located in Rockville, MD,
convenient to Washington, D.C. and Northern Virginia. We offer a courtesy shuttle to and from the Metro Rockville Station (Red Line). To Schedule Service, click on the Make an Appointment button below. We know that you have a choice when considering where to bring your MINI for service. We appreciate the opportunity to take care of yours. Got
a question about your MINI? Check out our MINI FAQ’s Scandinavian’s MINI Service Prices vs. The Dealer’s Prices Each year, we conduct a survey of some local dealers to see how our prices for MINI service stand up to our competitors. We look at service and repair jobs for a variety of MINIs like replacing a water pump or thermostat or performing
MINI inspections and we publish those prices in our consumer price survey. What Our MINI Service Customers Are Saying Paul M. Germantown, MD As always, MINI service is top notch at Scandinavian. I’ve typically dealt with Clyde when I’ve brought in my car, he explains issues clearly and what a proper course of action should be. They are
always willing to go above and beyond to remedy problems. I feel much more comfortable going to Scandinavian for service work than going to one of the local Mini dealerships. Chris S. Beltsville, MD My alarm was going off. They diagnosed this and gave me a price over the phone. I went in and they repaired it while I waited. Lewis H. Potomac, MD
I had a complex fix it problem with my 2007 MINI involving the engine timing chain. Others had already tried to fix the problem by incorrectly interpreting the check-engine-light codes. Through past experience and diligence, Scandinavian solved the problem and reset all the error codes. They are meticulous “Sherlocks.” Check Out More Than 900
Reviews From Real Customers >> See How Our MINI Service Prices Compare to the Dealers MINI Service Price Breakdown by Type of Repair Below is a table that shows the price comparison for some straightforward repairs and services made to a variety of MINI models. Next to each MINI model you will find the description of the type of repair,
Scandinavian’s price (including parts, labor & tax), and comparison prices for two other local dealers. More About Our MINI Service MINI Model & Repair Type Our Price Dealer 1 Dealer 2 2006 MINI Cooper S Automatic MINI Inspection I $292.57 $460.00 $365.00 2004 MINI Cooper Automatic MINI Inspection II $569.45 $989.00 $857.26 2006
MINI Cooper (Not JCW) Front brakes (pads, discs, sensor and reset CBS) $529.95 $635.00 $625.00 2007 MINI Cooper S Front brakes (pads only, sensor, reset CBS) $269.40 $330.00 $345.00 2007 MINI Cooper S Oil & Filter (07 – reset censor) $60.54 $120.00 $79.95 Schedule An Appointment What Our Customers Are Saying Directions Locate a Mini
Service Station in your city. CarDekho.com makes it easy to find authorized Mini Service Center and showrooms across India. For locating the Mini car service center in your city just choose the city and view all the necessary contact information about the Mini service masters in your preferred city. Locate over 9 Mini Service Stations in Delhi,
Mumbai, Banglore, Chennai, Kolkata, Pune and get details of Mini Car Service Masters across 8 cities in India.Read MoreBangaloreChandigarhHyderabadMumbaiNew DelhiAd We’ll help you locate a Mini Cooper repair expert. Find a nearby Mini Cooper mechanic with dealer-level expertise, at a fraction of the expense.We know that you want to
maintain your car to the highest standards, which is why MiniRepairShops.com focuses exclusively on Mini Cooper repair specialists.MiniRepairShops.com was created to help Mini Cooper drivers find a trustworthy and reliable independent mechanic to service their Mini Cooper.MiniRepairShops is copyright © 2005–2022 i85media Inc.This site is in
no way associated with BMW North America, LLC. A MINI is a unique type of vehicle. And no one understands it quite like a MINI certified technician. So when it comes time for service or repair, why be separated from your MINI any longer than necessary – or risk anything less than genuine MINI Parts? Bring it on home and we’ll get to work while
you lounge in comfort with complimentary Wi-Fi. schedule an appointment Don’t settle for an ordinary oil change when you can pamper your MINI with a comprehensive, eco-friendly oil service. MINI certified technicians use premium synthetic oil, Original MINI Filters and conduct a multi-point inspection of vitals like brakes, belts, air filter and tire
wear. You may not think of your brake system as an engineering marvel, but you should. Every aspect of your brake service, from checking pedals, fluids and cylinders to changing your brake pads, is performed by MINI certified technicians who know your braking system better than anyone. Wheel alignment is the first step to getting you where you
need to go. Special high-tech tools designed for your MINI are used to provide a precise wheel alignment, and MINI certified technicians have the equipment to get the job done right. Also, don’t forget the importance of MINI Approved Tires, perfectly paired to your MINI model. Extend your MINI’s Complimentary Scheduled Maintenance program
with MINI Maintenance+. It’s the simple, cost-effective way to keep your MINI’s performance at peak potential. All work is done with genuine MINI Parts by MINI Certified Technicians. To provide comprehensive expert maintenance for the life of your vehicle, combine MINI Maintenance+ with MINI Value Service. Available exclusively at authorized
MINI Dealers. Learn More Regardless of whether your MINI is covered under a MINI Maintenance program, your MINI is best serviced by the trained experts at your MINI Dealer. With MINI Value Service, you’ll receive competitive pricing on a variety of services and will know what you’re paying for up front. No matter how many miles or years
you’ve driven your MINI, when it’s time for service, you can always feel confident bringing it to those who know it best. Bring it home – to your local MINI Dealer. Learn More To be part of a MINI-certified program, a collision repair center must be equipped with industry-leading diagnostic instruments, approved measuring equipment, spray booth
systems, and a wide array of specialized tools and apparatus. We hold ourselves to the highest standards in the automotive industry, with only the best equipment. Tommy’s Automotive can handle any make or model car, but we specialize in Mini Coopers. We can handle it all, including repair transmissions, brakes, engines, exhausts, wheels,
suspensions, and more. Minis have an iconic British look that never goes out of style. But if you want to keep your car looking timeless then you need to keep up with regular maintenance and sure your vehicle receives proper care. Mini Cooper Service If you keep up with routine car maintenance, then you can avoid costly repairs in the future. Keep
your Mini Cooper running at top performance. Each vehicle requires routine services and inspections, and we can help you maintain your tires, brakes, and oil levels. Taking your vehicle to a privately-owned auto shop like Tommy’s has several benefits. You’ll get cheaper prices than you would at the dealership, and you won’t void your warranty. We
also specialize in repairs for Mercedes, Audi, Volvo, BMW, and Volkswagen. Call Tommy’s today to find out how we can help with your Mini Cooper repair and Mini Cooper service (610) 696-2633.
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